
All travel data at a glance

Credit cards, nowadays used in most industrial enterprises for ar-
ranging business travel, offer significant advantages for proces-
sing and invoicing. But besides the pure financial transaction data, 
they reveal only minimal travel-specific data. But this is exactly 
where credit card providers can distinguish themselves from their 
competitors: With RBS care they gain access to extensive business 
travel information and can provide their customers higher quality 
and more detailed billing information. Existing business processes 
remain unaffected – or are further supported by RBS care. 

This means significantly more transparency for companies in their 
credit card statements, and thus facilitates controlling travel costs 
and managing travel budgets, especially because the additional 
information allows sorting according to internal criteria and termi-
nology. Whether SMEs, global corporations or individual entrepre-
neurs with complicated credit card statements – through RBS care, 
all organizations benefit from an overview of their incurred travel 
expenses.
 

RBS care supports financial service firms and other companies in the efficient billing of credit cards in general and lodged 
cards in particular. For this, RBS care collects travel information – such as the route, the traveller and booking class – from 
different systems, linking it with the financial transaction data from the lodged card. Via interfaces to a variety of travel in-
dustry service providers, RBS care allows credit card companies to provide their customers access to the latest and highest 
quality information on all transactions.

How financial services companies benefit from 
RBS care and travelbasys

• Differentiation from competitors through attractive added 
value for business customers:

 - Combination of relevant financial data with essential 
business travel information

 - Detailed presentation of financial transactions for more 
efficient billing of corporate travel cards

• Focus on finances: travelbasys takes care of collection and 
consolidation of additional information from the travel 
industry

• Safety and reliability: travelbasys has years of experience 
in dealing with sensitive data sources and huge amounts of 
data

• Flexible and rapid response to changes in the travel indus-
try, thanks to travelbasys’ extensive network and industry 
know-how 

How companies benefit from RBS care 

• Efficient billing of corporate travel cards by linking relevant 
financial data with essential business travel information

• Enhancement and simplified analysis of financial transac-
tion data

• Fast transfer of consolidated and previous day‘s transaction 
information 

• Sorting of the data according to internal company criteria 
and terms to simplify financial accounting

RBS care: Qualified credit card invoicing 
thanks to detailed business travel infor-
mation

„During our selection process, as well as in the continuing pro-
ject, travelbasys has shown that they can perfectly meet our 
standards of quality, data security and customer focus. As part 
of the joint project, travelbasys’ responsibility is to consolidate 
the data from various tourism service providers and systems 
with the financial transaction data of Degussa Bank.“

Stefan Frey 
Director 
Card Business – Advisory and Services
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RBS care: Functionality at a glance

• Consolidation of relevant data from various GDS systems 
(e.g. Amadeus, Galileo, etc.), mid-office and business sys-
tems (e.g. BOSYS, ACE, MIDOCO, etc.).

• Connection to existing RBS / ERP environment (e.g. SAP®, 
Oracle, etc.) and access to a variety of interfaces to various 
travel industry service providers.

• High security: safe treatment of all relevant and sensitive 
financial transaction data.

• No limits on the number of transferred financial and travel 
data.

• Comprehensive service: if required, travelbasys takes over 
all tasks, from process definition and system implementati-
on to the interfaces operation and management, through to 
error analysis and clarification.

Want to learn more about RBS care or need a customized quote? 
We look forward to hearing from you!
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travelbasys develops sector-specific IT system solutions for the  
travel and finance industry. For over 40 years, we have been sup-
porting customers from all over Europe with accounting, archiving, 
CRM and business intelligence solutions based on Software as a  
Service (SaaS). The core product is the RBS accounting platform for 
tour operators and travel agencies. More than 1,200 travel providers 
use our IT-based integration and automation services for their tou-
rism processes and financial transactions. In this context, our audited 
systems manage a sales volume of over 8 billion Euros, more than 
12 million tourism processes, and some 22 million trip profiles a year, 
making travelbasys’ RBS solutions the market-leading back-office and 
administration systems for travel companies in Germany and Europe.
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